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Project Registration

Problem(s)

Currently DNOs have multiple RTU / communication interfaces installed in distribution substations to allow remote operation of HV
switchgear and LV switchgear as well as collecting analogues such as voltage, current and temperature. In some cases there can be 4-5
communication devices which all communicate independently with the central systems over the mobile network.
As we move towards a low carbon economy consumers are going to be more reliant on electricity for transport and heat resulting in
thousands of devices, such as electric vehicles and heat pumps, connected to the low voltage network greatly increasing the demand on
the network. As an alternative to reinforcement for the demand increase DNOs could enter into contractual arrangements to manage these
devices on behalf of the consumers and to benefit both the customer and the DNO. To facilitate this management the DNO would need to
directly interface with the devices thereby further increasing the number of communications devices in a substation.
It is anticipated that the transition to a low carbon economy could result in up to ten individual communication devices being installed in a
distribution substation. To carry out effective Smart Grid management a single communications hub would be beneficial. This hub could
interface with the Network Management System, DNO owned equipment and customer owned equipment. The hub should transmit both
monitoring data and fault data to the NMS as well as operational commands to both DNO and customer owned equipment.
This project will investigate the feasibility of connecting all these devices into the same communications interface using varying protocols
and communications mediums whilst maintaining data security.

Method(s)

This project will investigate and trial a variety of a communications mediums and protocols with a range of DNO and consumers equipment
to understand the best solution and produce a functional specification for a single communications hub.
The project will also develop control methodologies for managing third party devices such as electric vehicles or heat pumps to assist in
reducing network constraints.

Scope

The project will be mainly an investigative piece into the various interfaces, communications mediums and protocols. Trials will be
conducted to ensure all the different devices work together whilst maintaining data security.

Objectives(s)

1. Identify all communications mediums and protocols for monitoring and control of DNO and customers equipment.
2. Trial interfaces to DNO and customer equipment.
3.Develop control methodologies for managing customer’s and DNO equipment to resolve local constraints.

Success Criteria

1. Production of functional specification for a communications hub to transfer monitoring data and controls between the NMS and DNO /
customer owned equipment.
2. Production of control methodologies for managing customer’s equipment.
3. Successful trial of the communications hub and interfaces and associated control methodologies



Project Partners and External Funding

Potential for New Learning

This project will deliver a specification for a new communications hub which will allow Electricity North West to interface with both our own
and customer’s equipment. This will give us improved information on and better control of the LV network with minimal installed equipment.

Scale of Project

The project will conduct small scale trials to prove the interfaces and data transfer, possibly on a test bench, to cover the different variants
of devices.

Geographical Area

North West of England

Revenue Allowed for in the RIIO Settlement

0

Indicative Total NIA Project Expenditure

£1000000

Project Eligibility Assessment

Specific Requirements 1

1a. A NIA Project must have the potential to have a Direct Impact on a Network Licensee’s network or the operations of the
System Operator and involve the Research, Development, or Demonstration of at least one of the following (please tick which
applies):

Specific Requirements 2

2a. Has the Potential to Develop Learning That Can be Applied by all Relevant Network Licensees

Please explain how the learning that will be generated could be used by relevant Network Licenses.

Network Licensees could use the results of this project to procure and install the new communications hub at their own substations

Please describe what specific challenge identified in the Network Licensee’s innovation strategy that is being addressed by the
Project.

This project will address two challenges. Having a communications route to customers will give them more choice as they could participate
in demand response contracts with the DNO. Also the hub will allow the transfer of monitoring data to the NMS which will allow us to better
manage our network and make the most out of our existing assets.

2b. Is the default IPR position being applied?

A specific piece of new (i.e. unproven in GB, or where a Method has been trialled outside the GB the Network Licensee must justify
repeating it as part of a Project) equipment (including control and communications systems and software)

X

A specific novel arrangement or application of existing licensee equipment (including control and/or communications systems
and/or software)

X

A specific novel operational practice directly related to the operation of the Network Licensee's System

A specific novel commercial arrangement

Yes X



2c. Has the Potential to Deliver Net Financial Benefits to Customers?

Please provide an estimate of the saving if the Problem is solved.

The introduction of a single communications hub could save up to £40 000 per distribution substation.

Please provide a calculation of the expected financial benefits of a Development or Demonstration Project (not required for
Research Projects). (Base Cost - Method Cost, Against Agreed Baseline).

Assuming the cost of a current RTU is £5 000 it could cost up to £50 000 to install enough RTUs to control and monitor everything that is
required. It is anticipated that the new hub would cost approx £10k resulting in a saving of £40k per substation.
In addition to the installed cost saving this project can facilitate Active Network Management and improved fault response by providing real
time coordinated information from the low voltage network. It will also bring carbon benefits as DNOs could connect more low carbon
technology in a quicker timescale.

Please provide an estimate of how replicable the Method is across GB in terms of the number of sites, the sort of site the
method could be applied to, or the percentage of the Network Licensees system where it could be rolled-out.

The communications hub could be deployed at any GB distribution substation.

Please provide an outline of the costs of rolling out the Method across GB.

Electricity North West has approximately 40, 000 distribution substations. If it is assumed that we are 7% of the GB network this means that
the device could be deployed at 570 000 substations across GB. If the cost per device is £10k then the total cost to roll out to all
substations would be £5.7bn.

2d. Does not Lead to Unnecessary Duplication

Please demonstrate below that no unnecessary duplication will occur as a result of the Project.

A review of the Smarter Networks Portal has revealed a few projects in the area of communications focusing mainly on protocols but none
relating directly to the hardware development.

If applicable, justify why you are undertaking a Project similar to those being carried out by any other Network Licensees.

We are aware of the Open LV project which has similar aspect. Our intention is to use the learning from this and other projects in the
communications space and build on it with both other functionality and alternative hardware solutions. 

Additional Governance Requirements

Please identify

i) Please identify why the project is innovative and has not been tried before

Historically there was no need to monitor or control the low voltage network but with the increase in low carbon technologies more control
devices are being added to substations with indiviudual communications links. It is predicted that the numbers of these devices will continue
to increase therefore it is timley that we seek a combined modular comunications solution.

ii) Please identify why the Network Licensee will not fund such a Project as part of its business as usual activities

The project is investigating a possible new solution which currently has a low TRL level which warrants research.

iii) Please identify why the Project can only be undertaken with the support of the NIA, including reference to the specific risks
(eg commercial, technical, operational or regulatory) associated with the Project

This is a research project looking at a new solution and it is possible that the proposed equipment will require significant development to
enable devices to work together and create a business ready device which can be replicated across the industry.

This project has been approved by a senior member of staff

Yes X

Yes X

that the project is innovative (ie not business as usual) and has an unproven business case where the risk warrants a limited
Research and Development or Demonstration Project to demonstrate its effectiveness

X
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